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We make rooms 
worth living in
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People spend a significant portion of their lives indoors.  
Relaxing, working, eating, and exercising. No matter the 
activity, our vision is to make every environment stylish  
and comfortable with SURTECO surfaces. 

Perfection isn’t simple, but it’s worth striving toward. The 
highest quality design, colour, gloss and haptics can achieve 
a lasting decorative effect that makes you feel inspired, 
relaxed and at home.

We believe that everyone should experience the comfort 
of a beautifully designed space and we endeavor to create 
reliable surfaces that are worth the investment and provide 
a high and lasting aesthetic.

Our vision
We make rooms worth living in
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Intergration 
of the Döllken-
Group (100%)

2002
Sales revenue:
435 Mio. USD

2007

Acquisition of Gislaved Folie AB – 
swedish manufacturer of 
thermoplastic surface material

2007

Integration of the 
SÜDDEKOR-Group 
into SURTECO 

20131965
Founding 
Linnemann

1999
Sales revenue:
179 Mio. USD

1887

Founding  
W. Döllken & Cie 
in Essen/Werden

1999 Fusion Linnemann 
and Bausch AG 2002 Sales revenue:

386 Mio. USD

2001

Split off of the printing 
works into a new 
company Bausch 
Decor GmbH

2014

Merger of Bausch 
Decor GmbH and  
Süddekor GmbH 
into SURTECO 
DECOR GmbH

2004

Founding BauschLinnemann 
GmbH (Merger Bausch and 
Linnemann) under the 
SURTECO umbrella

1951 Successor company 
Viktor Bausch & Co. KG 
(later Bausch AG)

2001 SURTECO AG/
SURTECO SE  
was formed 
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Renaming 
Süddekor Art in 
SURTECO art

2017
Sales revenue:
734 Mio. USD

2018
1 Bio. USD 

2022

2014 Sales revenue:
649 Mio. USD

2017

Acquisition of 
portuguese
Probos-Groupe 
in July 2017

2022

Acquisition of 
OMNOVA Solutions, 
Inc, USA t manuf- 
acturer of laminates, 
performance films 
and coated fabrics

Fusion Bausch-Linnemann GmbH,  
Döllken-Kunststoffverarbeitung  
GmbH, SURTECO DECOR GmbH

2018 A company‘s history
Milestones of SURTECO

The journey of the SURTECO GROUP began in 1887 in 

Essen, Germany. Since then, the company has grown 

exponentially and established itself as a leader in design 

and quality.

A company‘s future
Here we go

SURTECO

3,150 employees

750 Mio. USD

OMNOVA

850 employees

250 Mio. USD

≈ 4,000 employees

≈ 1 Bio. USD
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SURTECO GROUP SE
Board: Wolfgang Moyses (CEO), Andreas Pötz (CFO) 

Surfaces

Europe & South America North America Asia/Pacific

Edgebands Profiles

SURTECO GmbH 
Germany

SURTECO GmbH 
Germany

Döllken Profiles 
GmbH Germany

SURTECO Art 
Germany

Döllken Profiles 
Poland

DAKOR 
Germany

Döllken Profiles 
Czech Republic

SURTECO Pte Ltd. 
SingaporeKRÖNING 

Germany
Nenplas 
UK

SURTECO Decorative 
Material Co.Ltd.
Foshan China

Gislaved 
Sweden

Polyplas 
UK

SURTECO 
Italy

PROADEC 
Portugal

PROADEC 
Brasil

SURTECO 
UK

Chapacinta 
Mexico

SURTECO 
France

SURTECO 
Russia

SURTECO Australia 
Pty Limited
Arndell Park

BauschLinnemann 
NorhAmerica Inc. 
Myrtle Beach

PT Doellken Bintan 
Edgebands &  
Profiles  
Batam

Süddekor LLC
Agawam

SURTECO USA Inc. 
Greensboro

OMNOVA Solutions 
Inc. Auburn

OMNOVA Solutions 
Inc. Jeannette

OMNOVA Solutions 
Inc.Columbus

OMNOVA Solutions 
Inc. Monroe

OMNOVA Solutions 
Inc. Rayong 
Thailand

SURTECO  
Canada Ltd.  
Brampton
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Terry Hemmelgarn  
CEO OMNOVA NA

Reinhold Affhüppe  
VP Operations

Wolfgang Moyses 
Chairman

Larry Schorr  
Deputy Chairman

Gudrun Pechtold  
CFO 

Executive Board NA

Future OMNOVA Organisation

Rodney Cuevas  
CEO OMNOVA Asia

Mike Phillips  
CEO SURTECO NA

Positions to be filled:  
VP IT 
VP Marketing

SURTECO GROUP worldwide

Wolfgang Moyses (CEO) Andreas Pötz (CFO)
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Shareholder structure

No-par-value ordinary bearer shares

26.20 % 
Luda Foundation

12.20 % Others

4.70 % Lazard 
Freres Gestion S.A.S.

56.90 % 
SURTECO-Pool
Family

SURTECO Share
Listed in the  
Prime Standard

The share of SURTECO GROUP SE is listed in the Prime  

Standard of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange and is traded  

on the stock markets in Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich,  

Berlin, Düsseldorf, Hamburg and Hannover.

In 2021 a new family pool was formed with 56.9 % 

of the shares. That means a stable ownership for 

SURTECO GROUP SE.
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Central and 
South America

São José dos 

Pinhais BR

Tultitlán MX

North America

Agawam USA

Auburn USA

Brampton CAN

Columbus USA

Greensboro USA

Jeannette USA

Monroe USA

Myrtle Beach USA

Europe

Angers FR 

Ashbourne GB

Burnley GB

Gislaved SE

Mindelo PT

Moskau RU

Prag CZ

Sosnowiec PL

Sourport-on- 

Severn GB

Venedig IT

Asia

Batam ID

Foshan CN

Rayong THA

Singapore

Tokyo JP

Australia

Brisbane 

Melbourne 

Sydney

Germany

Bönen

Buttenwiesen

Dunningen

Gladbeck

Grammetal

Halle (Saale)

Heroldstatt

Hüllhorst

Laichingen

Rieschweihler- 

Mühlbach

Sassenberg

Willich

The heart of SURTECO 
beats internationally.
Our locations are at 
home all over the world.
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Germany

Buttenwiesen – Headquarter
Johan-Viktor-Bausch-Straße 2, 86647 Buttenwiesen

Products: decorative paper, pre-impregnated finish foils,  

paper based release paper PET-based release films 

Employees: 460

Dunningen
Daimlerstraße 4, 78655 Dunningen

Products: technical profiles and  

roller shutters 

Employees: 90

Gladbeck
Beisenstraße 50, 45964 Gladbeck

Products: ABS edgeband, PP edgeband, 3D 

and PMMA edgeband, Aqua Stop Pen, Aqua 

Stop Fluid, adhesives

Employees: 300

Bönen
Industriestraße 1, 59199 Bönen

Products: core skirtings, technical profiles, LED 

tapes, processing tools and development, inline 

foiling, inline printing 

Employees: 190

Grammetal
Stangenallee 3. 99428 Grammetal

Products: plastic skirting boards and profiles 

made of rigid PVC, PVC foam, soft PVC and 

PVC-free alternatives, ABS, PS, TPU Inline 

foiling, inline printing, assembly

Employees: 110
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Halle (Saale)
Merseburgerstr. 371, 06132 Halle

Products: colour concentrates, ready to use 

printing colours, diverse additives

Employees: 4

Heroldstatt
Gewerbestr. 15, 72535 Heroldstatt

Products: overlay films, balance films, furniture 

balance, decorative interior, table top DTO and 

worktop balance, flooring decors, undelay, adhe-

sion film, plywood film, metal foil (aluminium foil), 

paintable films, phenol free core layer 

Employees: 100

Hüllhorst
Tengerner Strasse 127, 32609 Hüllhorst

Products: melamine resin edgebandings, finish 

foils, pure metal foils, foils with patina and  

embossing effect, foils print-in-position,  

PET–hybrid thermoplastic foils

Employees: 60

Rieschweiler-Mühlbach
Friedhofstraße 45, 

66509 Rieschweiler-Mühlbach

Products: mechanical and plant engineering

Employees: 10

Laichingen
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 30, 89150 Laichingen

Products: paper based pre-impregnates 

finish foils, release papers and release films, 

special products

Employees: 100

Willich
Niersweg 80, 47877 Willich

Products: cylinder engraving for rotogravure print, 

embossing cylinders and plates by direct laser 

system, technical screen gravures, decor data for 

digital printing, separated data for rotogravure and 

digital printing, embossing data for pressplates 

and embossing cylinders

Employees: 40
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Sassenberg
Robert-Linnemann-Str. 21-27,  

48336 Sassenberg

Products: through-impregnated paper 

based films (TECOFOIL backing film, priming 

film, laminating film, wrapping film, finishing 

film, door film), plastic based PP films  

(TECOFOIL, laminating and wrapping film),  

pre-impregnated paper based films  

(TECOFOIL, laminating and wrapping film), 

paper based melamine edgbands (TECOLINE, 

folded edge, straight edgebands and blind  

edgebands, softforming edgbands)

Employees: 290

Europe

Burnley, Great Britain
Widow Hill Road, Burnley,  

Lancashire, BB10 2TB

Products: decorative paper, release paper, finish 

foils, thermoplastic foils (PP PVC), edgebands 

(melamine, PVC, PP, ABS and 3D PMMA), veneers, 

cover caps, hot melt glue 

Employees: 30

Angers, France
2, Rue du Tertre, 49070 Beaucouzé

Products: ABS and thermoplastic edgebands,  

decorative paper, release paper, finish foils,  

thermoplastic films, adhesives, skirtings, technical 

profiles, finishing profiles, screw covers, and other 

accessories

Employees: 20

Ashbourne, Great Britain
Blenheim Road, Airfield Industrial Estate

Ashbourne, Derbyshire, DE6 1HA

Products: rigid, flexible and foam PVC, CPVC,  

ABS, hytrel, styrene, ASA, co-extrusion, tri- 

extrusion, in-line punching, thermo-foiling, 

printing, embossing, compounding, secondary 

operations, in-house design and toolmaking

Employees: 160
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Gislaved, Sweden
Åbjörnsgatan 8, 332 36 Gislaved

Products: decor foils for metal lamination,  

IMO-approved foils, furniture foils for wood  

lamination, custom foils

Employees: 120

Sosnowiec, Poland
ul. K.K. Baczyńskiego 25E, 41-203 Sosnowiec

Products: disposition warehouse for the  

Eastern European and Asian market

Employees: 40

Moskau, Russia
Varshavskoye Shosse 125 ZH, 117587 Moskau

Products: thermoplastic and melamin  

edgebandings, finish foils, decor paper,  

skirtings

Employees: 15

Prag, Czech Republic
Na Radosti 414, 155 21 Praha 5 Zličín

Products: skirting boards and profiles made of 

MDF, plastic, aluminium and wood, underlays,  

adhesive tapes

Employees: 20

Sourport-on-Severn, Great Britain
Unit 1 Wilden Industrial Estate, Wilden Lane

Stourport on Severn, Worcestershire

Products: rigid and flexible PVC, ABS, nylon, poly-

carbonate, PETG, polypropylene, acrylic, TPU, TPV, 

TPE, Hytrel, styrene, ASA, co-extrusion, in-house 

design and toolmaking

Employees: 30

Mindelo, Protugal
4486 – 851 Mindelo, Vila do Conde

Products: PVC and ABS edgebands,  

pre-glued edgebands

Employees: 270
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Venedig
Via Castellana 116, 30030 Martellago

Products: finish foils, decorative paper,  

thermoplastic and melamine edgebandings,  

LVT flooring, skirtings

Employees: 30

North 
America

Brampton, Canada
230 Orenda Road, L6T 1E9 Brampton

Products: paper based melamine edgebands and 

product accessories

Employees: 114

Myrtle Beach, USA
1175 Harrelson Blvd., Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

Products: paper based finish foils, paper based 

edgebandings, Polytop, TECORELEASE and poly- 

propylene films, paper based finish foils

Employees: 65

Agawam, USA
240 Bowles Road, Agawam, MA 01001

Products: rotogravure printing,  

cylinder engraving, technical design 

Employees: 160

Greensboro, USA
7104 Cessna Drive, Greensboro, NC 27409

Products: thermoplastic edgebands, paper based  

melamine edgebands and product accessories

Employees: 64
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Australia

Brisbane
13 Tombo Street, Capalaba, QLD 4157

Products: ABS edgebands, pre-glued melamine 

edgebands, custom designed technical profiles, 

custom designed roller shutter tracks and kits

Employees: 12

Melbourne
37-39 Pacific Drive, Keysborough, VIC 3173

Products: ABS edgebands, pre-glued melamine 

edgebands, custom designed technical profiles, 

custom designed roller shutter tracks and kits

Employees: 10

Sydney
7–11 Penelope Crescent, Arndell Park, NSW 2148

Products: ABS edgebands, pre-glued melamine 

edgebands, custom designed technical profiles, 

custom designed roller shutter tracks and kits

Employees: 70

São José dos Pinhai, Brasil
Rua Leozir Ferreira dos Santos, 705 – Campo  

Largo da Roseira, São José dos Pinhais

Products: PVC and ABS edgebands

Employees: 240

Tultitlán, Mexico
Av. Recursos Hidraúlicos  

No.224 Nave 5, Tultitlán Edo. de Mex C.P. 54930

Products: PVC, melamine and veneer edgebands, 

pre-glued edgebands, adhesives, edgebanding 

tools

Employees: 40

Central 
and South 
America
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Asia

Foshan, China
Unit 306, Block 10, LiHe Technology Park, 

99 Taoyuan Road East, Nanhai District., Foshan

Products: TECOPRINT, TECORELEASE, TECOFOILS, 

TECOLINE, thermoplastic edgebandings, skirtings 

Employees: 5

Toyko, Japan
2-36-1 Ikebukuro, Toshima, Tokyo 1710014

Products: sales and distribution of thermoplastic 

edgebands, TECOPRINT, skirtings, TECOLINE

Employees: 1, representative office

Batam, Indonesia
Panbil Industrial Estate, C2. Lot 2&3

Jln. Ahmad Yani, Muka Kuning – Sungai Beduk

Batam 29433

Products: production of PVC & ABS edgebands  

(Fusion Edge, HG5, HG6 and ULTRAMATT products)

Employees: 120

Singapore
25 International Business Park, #02-70/71  

German Centre, 609916 Singapore

Products: surfaces and plastic edgebands

Employees: 15
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Sophistication  
matched with comfort
Timeless design crafted  
for function, beauty and  
longevity

Surfaces are a major factor in comfort and contentment in any 

space. This sense of comfort is essential for us to strive towards, as 

the world‘s premier supplier of a full range of decorative surfaces. 

We create products that are perfectly coordinated with one another 

in terms of design, colour and surface texture. Our goal is to craft 

sophisticated living spaces suitable for today and the future.
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Decorative Paper Paper and Plastic Edgebandings

Release Paper Impregnated Materials
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Finish Foils

Extruded LEDs

Skirtings

Technical Profiles
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An idea is only ever as good as its implementation. Speaking in terms 

of decor, this means the better you know the application, the better you 

can design the product with its particular purpose in mind. Which is why 

we don’t think in terms of products, but rather in terms of use-specific 

solutions. Be it for a kitchen, living room, office or caravan – we deliver 

a tailor-made solution for any application. This requires many years of 

experience, but it also enables us to quickly react to current develop-

ments. And to your individual requirements: with a high degree of process 

efficiency and abbreviated development cycles.

SURTECO use-specific solutions
Because a door isn’t just a door, 
and a cupboard isn’t just a cupboard
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HOME 

We make rooms  
worth living in.
 
No matter what material you use 

to create furniture, we can pro-

vide surfaces and edging in both 

paper and plastic based materials 

that are guaranteed to perfectly 

match your desired decor, colour 

and texture. This makes the de-

velopment process faster and less 

laborious, giving you more time to 

focus on creating rooms with more 

character. Our experts can provide 

you with the perfect solution that 

matches your vision and ideas.
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KITCHEN

We make kitchens  
worth cooking in. 

For the kitchen, one of the most 

important rooms in our lives, we 

provide a range of tailored designs 

and functional surfaces that are 

scratch-resistant, abrasion-resistant, 

and anti-fingerprint. Our selection of 

door fronts, base units, and worktops 

can be further complemented with 

matching edge solutions such as high 

gloss, super matt, or contemporary 

embossing. No matter the look you are 

going for, we can provide a product 

to fit your needs for one of the most 

important spaces in everyday life.
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DOORS

We make doors worth  
opening to friends. 

As experts in premium quality solid 

colour and white lacquer systems, we 

offer solutions for rooms that make 

the perfect first impression. Our range 

for doors and door frames includes 

high-quality white and unicolour  

lacquer finish foils with rebate edges 

as well as the latest trends in wood-

grain designs for all materials as used 

in the manufacture of interior doors.
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OFFICE

We make spaces  
worth working in.

A harmonious ambiance in the office 

environment is an important factor 

for maintaining a good work atmo-

sphere. We supply matching decor 

and thermoplastic edgebanding for 

office furniture, with an intentional 

colour and texture palette to create an 

environment that helps to foster well-

being while promoting productivity.
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CARAVANS

We make rides worth sharing.

We offer comprehensive solutions for 

mobile spaces, tailored to the caravan 

industry. Our range includes custom 

decors and matching edges in both 

paper and plastic based materials. 

Our technical solutions can be utilized 

on any surface and provide complete 

coverage from floor to ceiling –  

making every drive an unforgettable 

experience.
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FLOORING

We make floors  
worth walking on.

We are committed to providing floo-

ring that is not only high quality and 

long-lasting but also attractive. We 

supply flooring decors that are spe-

cially developed with trend-oriented 

designs, giving your floor a modern 

look with carefully crafted colour and 

texture combinations. Additionally, 

we offer matching foil and decorative 

paper for skirting board and transition 

strips or prefinished skirting boards to 

ensure a perfect finish. Complemen-

ting this, our technical solutions such 

as stabilising base layers and overlays 

guarantee floor durability. With our 

flooring solutions, your floor will look 

great and perform exceptionally.
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TIMBER 
PRODUCTS

Modern decor developments – 
for rooms that look more natural.

We offer timber products that bring 

natural beauty to any room. Our range 

of developments include wood, stone 

and other imaginative designs combi-

ned with leading-edge technical  

solutions for surface structures.  

These enhancements include scratch 

and abrasion resistance, anti-finger-

print, and as matt and high gloss 

effects to ensure maximum durabi-

lity. As always, we provide matching 

edging to complete the look and create 

a warm and inviting atmosphere in 

any room.
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TRADE

Fast and reliable – for every 
room need. Small quantity 
orders tailored to your specific 
requirements.

In the trades, you have your own 

unique needs. We meet them with 

special services such as warehouse 

stock for a large selection of decors, 

an edge finder to provide the right 

choice, the fastest possible delivery 

times and edges to suit all panels 

from the leading international panel 

manufacturers. In summary, a wide 

variety supplied quickly in small 

quantities. All that applies to the 

thermoplastic plastic edging, the 

paper based melamine edging and 

the finish foil-speed-collection, and 

makes you more flexible in your daily 

business. If there is something we 

do not have readily available, small 

batches in different widths can be 

quickly produced from an unlimited 

colour palette.
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At SURTECO, we strive to make our customers‘ products successful by providing 

them with the broadest portfolio in the industry and complete solutions for their 

needs. Our comprehensive selection of decor, gloss level, haptic structures and 

colours are carefully curated to help create an optimal product that is designed 

to exceed expectations. We have bundled our expertise in order to meet the 

demand a broad and comprehensive portfolio, international network and broad 

production capabilities to become a reliable full-range supplier in design and 

technology.

What makes SURTECO unique?
A single source you can depend on

Global 
business

Wide variety  
of paper and 
plastic based 
production

Technological 
expertise 
and design 
development
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Sustainability means future viability. So clear, so simple, but also so urgent  

can be the maxim for this topic. Ecological, economic and social needs must  

go hand in hand. With its initiative, named Agenda 2030, the United Nations  

has committed itself to the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and we 

as SURTECO want to make our contribution to achieving these goals. To this 

end, we have developed a strategy based on the pillars of ecology, economy  

and social issues and defined concrete goals and measures to meet our  

responsibility.

Resource-efficient, forward-thinking and social.
We are mindful.
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Ecology 
Climate change is the fundamental challenge we are facing this century. Yet 

important other ecological aspects – such as resource conservation and the 

protection of ecosystems to name a few – should not be relegated into the 

background. Our contribution in the field of ecology therefore goes 

beyond climate protection and the 

reduction of greenhouse gases.

Social 
The health and safety of our employees and fair 

cooperation play a central role for SURTECO – 

as does compliance with social standards in our 

supply chains. As a globally active company, we 

see ourselves as a part of the local community 

at our facilities and are consequently involved in 

local initiatives.

Economy
Of course, securing business and thus 

earning and prospering for our 3,150 

employees is our highest priority. This 

means we closely link our economic 

success with our environmental and 

social goals – since these need to be in 

harmony.
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The „Agenda for Sustainable Development“ was adopted by the member 

states of the United Nations in 2015 with the aim of improving peace and 

prosperity across the planet by 2030 and enabling future generations to do 

the same. The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were formulated 

based on the cornerstones of economic progress, social justice and environ-

mental protection. They are an urgent call to governments, businesses and 

civil societies to act in partnership to fulfil the 2030 Agenda.
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Our goals
The Sustainable Development Goals of the 

2030 Agenda emphasise the importance 

of companies for sustainable development. 

Companies are explicitly encouraged to use 

their creativity and innovative power to solve 

the challenges of sustainable development. 

SURTECO is aware of this responsibility and 

therefore places particular focus on the  

sustainability targets where the company  

can make the greatest contribution.
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A company 
worth working for

We came 
to stay

Global 
technology 

leverage

Family 
driven 

business

Industry 
number 

one product 
offering

Terms and 
Conditions for 

18 month 
guaranteed

TOP line 
driven

acquisition

What makes us 
a good owner 
of OMNOVA?
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SURTECO GROUP SE

Johan-Viktor-Bausch-Straße 2

86647 Buttenwiesen

Deutschland

T: +49 8274 51-0

F: +49 8274 51-512

info@surteco.com

www.surteco.com


